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QUESTION 1  

A consultant has been hired to architect a hybrid cloud solution for a client. The consultant decides to 

build two clouds: one for development and one for production. Which product can move workloads from 

the development cloud to the cloud?  

A. vFabiic Suite  

B. vCloud Connector  

C. vCenter Server  

D. vRealize Operations  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

QUESTION 2  

A company has decided to move to a hybrid cloud environment.They are concerned that this may 

increase management complexity by requiring multiple interfaces.Which product provides a single 

interface for all virtual machines within a hybrid cloud environment?  

A. vCenter Server  

B. vFabric Suite  

C. vCloud Connector  

D. VMware NSX  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

QUESTION 3  

An administrator manages a multi-tier application that is comprised of web database and application 

servers. Which product would allow the administrator to move the web server to a public cloud while 

maintaining the same network settings and connectivity with the other two services?  

A. vRealize Operations  

B. vCloud Connector  
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C. vFabiic Suite  

D. vCentei Server  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

QUESTION 4  

The physical data center on which a company’s private cloud runs is nearing capacity. Which option would 

allow the company to temporarily move some offices workload to a leased public cloud?  

A. vRealize Operations  

B. Site Recovery Manager  

C. vFabric Suite  

D. vCloud connector  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

QUESTION 5  

A company operates a hybrid cloud environment and wants to ensure all virtual machine and vApp 

templates deployed in any offices clouds come from a single catalog. Which product or technology 

supports this requirement?  

A. vCloud Connector: Stretch Deploy  

B. vFabric Suite  

C. vCloud Connector: Data center Extension  

D. vCloud Connector: Content Sync  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

QUESTION 6  
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Which three infrastructure platform types can vRealize Automation deliver service across? (Choose 

three.)  

A. Virtual  

B. Organization  

C. Physical  

D. Provider  

E. Cloud  

 

Answer: ACE  

 

 

QUESTION 7  

A manager is concerned that creating hundreds of identical virtual machines is needlessly taking up too 

much storage space.Which vRealize Automation feature will help avoid this issue?  

A. Storage DRS  

B. Snapshots  

C. Templates  

D. Linked Clones  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

QUESTION 8  

A company has purchased several ESXi hosts that contain multiple hard disks and SSD drives. Which 

technology will allow the company to combine the hard disks and SSD drives into a software-based 

high-performance storage pool?  

A. Storage APIs  

B. VMFS  

C. Virtual SAN  

D. High Availability  


